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Background and Scope of Thesis:
My interest in sequential imagery grows most generally
from an inveterate attraction to the act of construction,
of building the final work from a multiplicity of elements.
In this sense I am concerned with the work not as a gestalt,
as the simultaneous expression of the whole, but rather
as a function of duration, a cumulative developement of
parts in time. My initial involvements in this area of
concern have been with the visual book as a media of seq
uential expression. The book form yields a particularly
fertile ground for an exploration of these concerns.
Its1 page structure is both inherently sequential and
durational. One page inevitably follows another in sequ
ence and the the whole work must of necessity exist in
time from beginning to end. The perception of the work
becomes a durational process as one reads through the
images. In a very real sense the multiple images yield
up their more conventional sense of enclosure from one an
other and emerge as a new whole, a cumulative image of
greater depth and complexity.
During the past year I have become increasingly interested
in the idea and the possibility of extending this concept
of sequential imagery into the area of the gallery show.
By this I do not mean the loose sequencing of a series of
individual images on the wall, but rather a much more
rigorous pursuit of the concept of sequence as a cohesive
beginning to end developement. My concern in extending
the idea of sequential imagery to the gallery wall resides
essentially in my interest in the inherent differences
between the page and the wall as image spaces. In the
conventional utilization of the gallery space the wall
functions as a convenient vertical backdrop upon which to
display a series of individual images. In the structuring
of a sequential gallery show this relationship must, of
necessity, change.
My objective in this sense goes beyond the initial con
sideration of sequencing images and must take into account
the problems and potentials of this new image space.
I will attempt to utilize the wall space as an integral
element in the developement of the show as a coherent
sequential entity. To this end I will explore variations
in image scale, groupings of images and spacing in an effort
to utilize the wall space to facilitate the sequential
movement of the show.
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My interest in the synthesis of elements within the con
text of the show resides analagously in the use of the
xerox process and its' ability to combine diverse visual
elements within an individual image. I have been working
extensively with the process for the past six months and
am very pleased with the degree of graphic flexibility it
yields. This flexibility has become particularly import
ant in the developement of a sequential show. The ability
to use either single images or multiple imagery in a collaged
form facilitates a sense of openess, allowing a greater
play of associations between images. The relative in
adequacies of the reproducing system further enhance this
capability by reducing the sense of single monumentally
crafted images.
Procedeures :
As stated previously I have been working extensively with
the xerographic process for the past six months in prep
aration for the thesis project. During this time I have
developed image making techniques involving a variety of
materials to produce the final print. My primary image
source in the thesis prints will be conventional photogra
phic silver prints used both singly and in combination.
Other materials which will be utilized in the production
of images will range from brown kraft paper to spray paint
and may include drawn linear elements in the image. The
content of the prints will be principally involved with
the natural landscape.
The imagery for the show will be produced on the Xerox
3100 LDC copying machine which accepts a maximum sheet
size of 1^ x 18 inches. This machine is a standard office
copier but has exceptional capabilities interms of both
image size and definition.
The final thesis report will be submitted in accordance
with the M.F.A. Committee requirements.
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction:
It has become somewhat of a truism in the world of contemporary
aesthetics that an artists work should stand as a phenomenological
integrity. Devoid of all personally associative elements the work
must speak for itself. Much as the great OZ remained discreetly
veiled behind his screen while perpetrating a larger than life fab
rication of his personage to carry on the business of state in
munchkin land -- so is the artist expected to yeild graciously to the
overwhelming preeminence of his own creation. He is left to stand
in manichean awe of the grand image, the transcendent act, poised
anonomously at center stage. The artists name remains affixed to the
work, to be sure, but even this is remanded to the status of mere
appendage; the works somewhat embarrassing remnants of corporeal birth
at the hands of a particular personality.
I have consistently found this process of denuding the exhibited
work of all personally associative elements to be greatly frustrating
and particularly so in the case of a new and unknown artists first
gallery show. Regardless of the degree of virtuosity evidenced in
that first public manifestation of the work I inevitably find myself
somewhat lost in an effort to perceive the show in some manageable
scale. It is as if the work had sprung whole and in glorious com
pletion into the public arena of the gallery space. All sense of
personal struggle, of directions begun in ernes t and then abandoned,
the cumulative residue of imagery required to reach a point of mean
ingful cohesion in ones'work are lost in the relative perfection of
the show upon the gallery wall.
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Unfortunately, I must plead guilty to having yielded to the
comfortable limitations of this aesthetic convention in the present
ation of my own thesis show. The only ameliorating element introduced
into this traditional schema was the brief verbal accompaniment of
that somewhat cryptic document that we have come to call the "thesis
proposal". This is in no way intended to cast aspersions upon the
function and necessary discipline which the proposal imposes at the
outset of
ones'
thesis work, but rather a personal lamentation at its
inevitable inadequacies in describing the body of work at its conclusion,
From this perspective, and with the retrospective realization of
the inherent difficulty in providing a meaningful viewing context for
a first body of work, I would like to take advantage of this opportunity
to articulate not only the concerns inherent in the thesis, but also
the involvements which led to this body of work.
PRE-THESIS WORK
Graduate Work Prior to Thesis
It is difficult to find a meaningful point of beginning in a
retrospective work such as this and, to an extent, that point must
inevitably remain arbitrary. In an effort to articulate and define
that which led to the central concerns of my thesis work, I must
eliminate (thankfully!!) much of the technical and conceptual
thrashing about which took place during the initial period of my
graduate study. In this section, I will concentrate upon those
elements which seemed to distill themselves out as concerns of abiding
significance.
During my first year of graduate study the wrok of Ralph Gibson
was very much in the photographic air. His first book
"Deja-Vu" had
met with significant critical success and his second book, of a then
projected trilogy, "The
Somnambulist" had just been published. These
were distinctly new works in the genre of the photographic book. The
tradition of image books to this time had been primarily serial in de
sign configuration with the work emerging as a compendium of indivi
dual images authored by a particular photographer. Gibson's new work
moved distinctly beyond this compedium tradition in an effort to
develope a graphic syntax for multiple visual images. These were not
collections of unrelated single images brought together coincidentally
in book form but rather the expression of the book as a whole image
developed and constructed from the sequential ordering of individual
visual elements .
I was fortunate at this time to be studying the History and
Aesthetics of photography under Allen Klotz who had developed a
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particular interest in this extension of the image within the context
of the sequential whole. Under Allen's influence, and in part because
it seemed to provide a tangible conceptual bridge from my previous
literary involvements, I too became involved in the aesthetic possib
ilities implicated in this new phenomena. I was fascinated with the
concept of a graphic syntax distinctly different from, but still
kindred to the syntactical function of verbal elements in literature.
This concept seemed to liberate the photographic image from the in
herent limitations of simultaneous expression and to extend its cap
abilities into a far more complex durational mode.
My own earliest efforts in this genre resulted from an end of
term assignment in Aliens' History and Aesthetics class. He had
struggled throughout the semester to convey a conceptual sense of the
image sequence as a powerful and complex form of visual expression,
and as a concluding assignment we were required to create a viable
image sequence of our own.
In response to this assignment, I created my first visual/
sequential book titled "Natural Madonna". This book was simple in
its technical aspects utilizing found imagery from old family snap
shots. These images were then printed in sepia tone on kodalith
paper and hand mounted into a stitch bound book of pages. As with
any visual work it is most difficult to convey its physical presence
in wholly verbal terms, and though I would make no pretense as to the
importance of the work (accept in personal terms), the book worked
well in its whole design configuration. The pages are a rich warm
grey with fibrous elements of diverse, yet subtle, coloration visible
in the surface. The cover is a still deeper grey laid stock, almost
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charcoal in its depth, with the title very softly hand stenciled in
a roman typeface with commercial acrylic spray paint. The images
are strictly uniform in size, but vary throughout the book in their
groupings on both the left" and right hand pages .
In retrospect, I feel that I made a distinct effort to simplify
the
books'
elements in order to allow full attention to be concent
rated upon the essential task at hand -- understanding the functional
elements of the sequential whole. By not utilizing my own imagery,
I was able to perceive the sequential working of the whole far more
clearly. I was not burdened with the judgemental preoccupations
inherent in the utilization of personal imagery and was freed to devote
my attention wholly to the demands of the sequence.
In substance, the book involved my reactions to a group of family
images from a time before my birth. My efforts to work with these
images within the syntactical context of the sequence transformed
them, in my perception, from isolated snapshots into a far more inti
mate area of continuity and understanding. I began with a series of
random perceptions, grab shots and family occasions, but ended with
something far more telling. I am still not entirely sure that I
created the vision which "Natural Madonna" presents or whether the
process was one of meticulously ferreting out and giving order to a
perception of reality already inherent in this diversity of images.
An answer to this question was essentially moot as my involvement
with the image sequence in this work had been revalatory and I was
prepared to move on in this genre.
My second visual book was produced in the spring semester of that
same year and was entitled "Slow Dance". In working on "Natural
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Madonna"
, I felt that I had gained a great deal of freedom to work
openly with the sequentil form by not utilizing personal fine
photographic imagery. The found aspect of the imagery in that work
had allowed me to assume *a broad design function, both conceptually
and visually, in the developement of the sequential whole. I decided
to continue this method of working in my new book.
The particular imagery for this work was developed within a con
text wholly removed from any premeditated intention to create another
sequential work. During that spring, we had gone to Alfred University
to participate in a workship concerned with "generative imagery". As
a result, I had accumulated a group of images produced from found
materials via a very crude offset press. My concern at the time had
been entirely devoted to an exploration of the inherent imaging cap
abilities of generative systems. I was very much interested in the
ability of the offset press to transform essentially mundane imagery
into something far more interesting and vital.
It was only upon returning from this brief aesthetic sojourn
that I began to perceive the possibility of a further development of
this imagery within the context of a sequential whole. Once again, I
had fastened upon a group of found, and distinctly non-monumental,
images as a potential basis for further sequential development.
At this time, and as a result of my growing interest in the syn
tactical potential of the visual book, I began to consider the possibi
lity of bringing both words and images to bear in a single work. I
realized the tenuousness of this undertaking at the outset having
never encountered a work/ image book that managed to get beyond the
pretentious and insipid qualities of greeting card art. Inevitably,
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both words and images in such works take on the aspect of mere
mutual illustration within a context of precious contrivance. I was
not at all convinced that this had to be so and decided to risk an
effort to cast these elements into a more viable form. I felt
strongly that neither element should be subsumed to the other as mere
illustration, but rather that each should function as a parallel seq
uential whole with a strength and integrity of its own.
In order to achieve this end, "Slow Dance" from the outset, was
conceived as a far less literal work than'Natural Madonna". Its
imagery and verbal accompaniment functioned distinctly on a metaphor
ical level. The visual elements were drawn from diverse sources with
out apriori relationships as had been the case with the snapshot
imagery from "Natural Madonna". In "Slow Dance" it was only through
the very intentional ordering of these diverse elements that the sense
and impact of a complex conceptual whole was allowed to emerge. In
this sense the concepts of sequence and of visual syntax were far more
essential to the functioning of this work than they had been previously
in "Natural Madonna" .
Given that the elements being drawn together in this work were
far more diverse, both in source and in kind, I became acutely sensi
tive to the idea of context as an essential ordering element in the
development of the sequence. I began to realize that the work was
growing (ideally) into a symphony of mutually associative and support
ing contexts. On the most basic level the book form itself, with
its strict paginated structure, was a powerful and formative context.
Concurrently, the verbal and visual elements functioned as parallel
structures which related to one another not by pointing literal fingers
of explanation, but rather by perceptual contexts woven inextricably
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together as elements upon the page.
From this perspective "Slow Dance" grew distinctly beyond my
initial concepts of the inherent complexities and potentialities
of the sequential work. "Natural Madonna" had been single dimen
sional and very strictly linear -- "Slow
Dance"
moved beyond this
into a far more complex multidimensional mode of continually inter
penetrating contexts within the sequential whole.
TRANSITION TO THESIS WORK
DISTILLATION OF CENTRAL CONCERNS
SEQUENCE
SYNTAX
CONTEXT
GENERATIVE IMAGERY
Distillation of Central Concerns
In this section I would like to isolate, identify and articulate
the four essential elements of concern to emerge from this early work
with the visual book. I feel that this is most important as these
concern became the generic foundation from which the thesis work was
to grow:
1 . SEQUENCE
2 . SYNTAX
3 . CONTEXT
4. GENERATIVE IMAGERY
I will discuss each of these areas in an effort both to define
their significance in my early work and as a definition of the
theoretical basis from which the thesis work proceeds.
SEQUENCE
As previously discussed the concept of sequence inherently implies
the utilization of multiple elements in the development of a complex
whole. The visual elements of the sequence are decidedly ordered in
a total design configuration which leads one through a conceptual
and graphic development from beginning to end. One reads through the
images as opposed to reading the imagery in a serialized form from one
isolated image to the next. Where as a single visual image functions
as a form of simultaneous expression, discharging its information
instantly, the sequential work functions in a more complex durational
mode - yielding its informational whole through an accumulation of
multiple elements read over a period of time.
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SYNTAX
Syntax is a quality inherent in the visual sequence and is
perhaps the most essential element in any media of durational ex
pression. It is the
fact"
and the expression of each parts relation
to the whole. It is the invisible essence of language regardless of
specific form or genre. It both allows and compels the cohesion of
diverse elements within the context of the whole. It is quintessent-
ially an act of delimitation, an
imposition*
of intelligence upon
an infinitely various set of random circumstances. It is the cogn
itive act of selecting and giving order to an inherent diversity of
possibilities. At its best it is an inherently human construct, fully
cognizant of the limitations of its aspirations. At its worst it
transcends the frailty of its human origins and becomes a window upon
the world -- an illusion of order -- an imitation of power.
Syntax tends to be perceived as a function of language in its
verbal component, a quality derivative of decidedly abstract systems.
Perhaps this is so because the written word is so obviously a cogn
itive function-an intelligent ordering of elements. But visual per
ception is in essence, no less syntactical in its function. The eye
is an intelligent and discriminating organ of perception -- its pro
cesses of selection and ordering are as inherent as any in the more
obviously congnitive verbal mode.
CONTEXT
The visual book in its sequential form functions very distinctly
as a contextual environment for the individual elements of the seq
uence. It is -a spatial and durational design configuration with
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specifically inherent qualities that inevitably condition and provide
the context for our perception of the individual elements. The phy
sical page is not merely a mute vehicle of the primary imagery but is
rather an integral element in the "whole" image configuration. Within
the context of the visual book the page, as well as the image, must be
fully articulated a/3 an informational element of the whole design
Ultimately, both image and page must provide reciprocal contextual
environments defining a cohesive and integral Image space.
GENERATIVE IMAGERY
This conjunction of formal concerns relative to the image
sequence lead me towards a further investigation of generative imaging
systems as potential source material for sequential works. I was
interested both by the ease and speed with which one could create and
modify images and the resultant graphic quality of the images produced.
Relative to the very precise delineation of the conventional silver
print the images produced via systems such as xerox and offset had an
open almost unfinished quality which allowed them to relate far more
freely within the syntactical context of the sequential whole. The
inherent incompleteness and fragmentary aspects of these images
seemed actually to demand more extensive relations to multiple images
in order to achieve a sense of wholeness and completion.
THE THESIS
DEVELOPMENT OF DIRECTIONS
DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES
DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTUAL CONTEXT
THE THESIS SHOW
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Development of Directions
Throughout my involvement with the visual book I had been
persistently frustrated by the severely limited public visibility
and accessibility of the work. As a function of unalterable economic
limitations these books had inevitably to be "one of a kind" efforts
and subsequently could be viewed by only one individual at a time.
After experiencing the strict limitations imposed by this involvement,
I became most desirous of developing a more accessible body of work
and was drawn logically to a consideration of the wall show.
At this juncture, though I had decided to move from the page to
the gallery wall in the production and presentation of my thesis work,
I was concurrently interested in the possibilities of translating the
most essential concerns of my book work to this new image space. I
wanted to develop a show which would go beyond the simple presentation
of basically unrelated images upon the wall and to move towards a
sense of wholeness and cohesion among the individual elements of the
show. I was convinced that images upon the gallery wall could function
sequentially as a syntactical integrity kindred to that which had
existed in the visual books.
Within the context of this effort to relate my concerns to this
new image space it occured to me that as a graphic integrity the
gallery show had both sequential and simultaneous expressive components
As opposed to the singularly sequential form of the book the gallery
show . functioned both sequentially, in that one moved through the show
from image to image, and concurrently as a whole graphic configuration
simultaneously visible upon entering the gallery space.
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This movement from the relative intimacy of the book to the
inherently public space of the gallery represented a difficult tran
sition in terms of scale. The gallery presented itself as a con
ceptual blank, a neuter space devoid of formal implications or
traditions save its conventional function as the neutral backdrop
for the imagery hung upon it. Without the comfortably paginated
structure of the book some other means had to be found to direct the
sequential rythym and development of the image 'sequence upon the wall.
From this perspective the total graphic configuration of the gallery
space became of principal importance. The graphic configuration of the
show as a whole had to relate integrally to all other elements within
the show. It was imperative that the wall function as an articulate
space and that it contribute significantly to the direction and
development of the sequence.
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Development of Technical Capabilities
Since having become involved with generative imaging systems
in the production of "Slow Dance" I had been interested in the
possibilities of the xerox process, but had avoided any serious in
volvement due to my negative assesment of the inherent technical
quality of its imagery. As much as I was attracted to the process,
itself, in terms of its speed and flexibility; I had never been able
to accept the interminable zone 5 grey of its resultant imagery. I
realized that my sequential concerns were in great part formal, and
cerebral but could not accept the complete negation of the more
sensual and physical aspects of the visual image which xerography
seemed inevitably to produce.
My attitudes regarding the imaging potentials of the xerographic
process changed significantly when I had the good fortune to en
counter one of xeroxes newest office copiers, the LDC 3100, at the
design studio I was with at the time. The imaging capabilities of
this machine in terms of contrast, resolution and definition were
quite remarkable, and distinctly beyond any that I had previously ex
perienced with the xerox process. I immediately began utilizing this
machine in the production of my newest visual book entitled
"Rose"
and concurrently embarked upon an investigation of its potentials for
creating wall images.
One of the machines more remarkable qualities, in this regard,
was its capability to produce copies up to
14"
x
18" in size. Those
aspects of the process which had previously seemed so limiting, size
and image quality, had now been in great part resolved by the excellent
capabilities of the LDC 3100. I was convinced that the production of
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a sequential wall show utilizing the inherent capabilities of this
new xerox imaging system was both realistic and accessible.
I had come to the conclusion during my work on both "Slow
Dance"
and "Rose", that imagery with a sense of graphic incompleteness and
openness worked far more effectively within the context of the image
sequence than did conventional silver prints. The silver print seemed
inevitably susceptible to becoming closed within its rectangular frame
its own self referential window upon the inundated by a plethora
of infinitely fascinating detail. The silver print seduced one into
the depths and minituae of its own detail as opposed to propelling one
on to the next visual fragment in the sequence. The imagery that I
was beginning to attain via the xerox process avoided this sense of
detailed enclosure and allowed a configuration of far greater openness.
The new xerox works represented an effort to draw one out of the
conventionally illusionistic space of the silver print and into the
configurative space of the generative image, graphically open and
conceptually complex.
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Development of Conceptual Context
From the outset my efforts to produce wall imagery via the
xerox process drew significantly upon my previous experience with
generative systems in my work on visual books. In order to facil
itate the sense of graphic openness discussed previously I began
working with multiple collaged elements on a single sheet. Initially
the collages were very open - almost playful in their exploration of
*
the more novel idiosyncracies of the xerox system. But as the work
progressed, I tended increasingly to fasten upon certain qualities
in the prints and to select out the irrelevant visual gimickery which
some of my exploration had produced. Given that I was changing the
context of my image space radically, from the page to the wall, there
was a considerable amount of playful thrashing about on this technical
investigative level before I was able to begin distilling out those
qualities which were immediately relevant to my concerns.
This initial period of investigation (which lasted approximately
two months) concluded fairly abruptly as I came increasingly to the
realization that though I had developed a high degree of technical
proficiency with the xerox process the imagery being produced had
no conceptual center - was in essence mere facility without real
purpose or coherence. I must admit that this was an enormously dis
turbing realization as I had been producing these images rather
blindly from one to the next with the absurd presumption that their
techncial kindredness would cause them to hang together effectively.
Upon realizing this delusion, I was devestated and for a period of
about three weeks felt entirely lost and unable to work.
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In retrospect this was perhaps the single most important ex
perience of my graduate study. The three weeks that I spent re
evaluating the directions I had taken - distilling out the essential
concerns and then somehow trying to find the means and sense of
direction to start all over again was the most intense learning and
growth situation that I have probably ever experienced. Years before
I had learned how to refine and give definition to a precise area of
concern in my work with literature and verbal expression - had in
essence learned the essential syntax of that genre - but to this point
in my involvment with things visual I had failed to completely trans
late this understanding. In retrospect this experience proved to be
significantly transformative in this regard.
In seeking to define an area and subject of central concern, I
moved distinctly away form the contemporaneous influences of my
earlier work and returned to a visual influence of abiding personal
concern, the landscape. Whereas in the earlier work, I had made a
distinct effort to make each image new and different, obsessed with
the idea that novelty somehow equated to good imagery, in the new
work my concerns and graphic vocabulary became very strictly defined
and simplified almost to the point of severity. After having endured
a period of relative confusion and much conceptual thrashing about
the image of the natural landscape in its broadest and most elemental
form, seemed to offer the sense of strength and graphic solidity that
I had both sought and felt personal need of. It was not the picture
sque aspects of the landscape, not the pretty or the mysterious that
I sought, but rather the most elemental forms of the sky and flat
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ground and the subtly irregular line of the horizon defining these
two expanses.
The simple elemental planes of the landscape also worked well
with the specific collage concepts I was moving towards at this time.
As you will see in viewing the reporductions of the thesis images in
the appendix, I was not interested in the loosely defined, spontaneous
collaging of various found elements, but rather in the act of collaging
as a rigorous act of construction utilizing a very strictly defined
selection of physical elements. In essence, I was concerned with
breaking down the graphic representation of the physical landscape
into its principle components and then restructuring those discreet
elements into a constructed (collaged) landscape. In this sense I was
not interested in minute detail but rather in the broadest formal and
graphic components of the landscape genre - the land and the sky.
In this act of reconstructing the image of the landscape, I was
specifically concerned with a clear articulation of the graphic com
ponents traditionally resident in the photographic imaging of the land.
In breaking these components apart and providing each with a graphic
articulation of its position and function within the context of the
image whole, I hoped to move the viewer away from the easy and tacit
acceptance of the photographic image as "real"; a precisely detailed
window upon the world, and towards an understanding of the image as
a complex syntax of graphic elements upon a planar surface. A move
ment from the strictly illusionistic reading -of the photographic image
towards a configurative understanding of that illusion.
In order to effect a movement towards this understanding, it was
necessary to construct a very precisely defined graphic syntax of
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elements and vocabulary. This syntactical structure had then to
function both within each individual image and within the context of
the whole sequence. All elements from the smallest to the largest
had to relate integrally to the graphic and conceptual configurations
of the whole. In essence, I was attempting to structure a language,
a visual language, wholly integral, reasonable and logical within
the parameters of its own basic tenets and definitions.
THE THESIS SHOW
The images in the show followed two principal configurations , both
utilizing images of the sky and the ground as their central image con
tent. The show begins with full 14' x 18' images of the sky and the
ground bled to the edges of the sheet and hung upon the wall directly
adjoining - sky above and ground below. The initial image is composed
of one sky over one ground image followed by an organic development of
this configuration to two over two and three over three. This series
reads increasingly as a flat visual field against the wall as the com
posite images increase in size. The sense of landscape is graphically
defined through the relative postioning of the image components. Their
only frame is the bare gallery wall - with no matt - no white/negative
space between the live image and the wall. These images seek to involve
the wall as an integral element in the configurative image space. The
wall ceases to function as mere backdrop (particularly as the config
urations increase in size) and is activiated as the physical context
and framing element of these large images.
The second image configuration functions as a direct extension of
and development from the large introductory images . Whereas the intro
ductory images are bled to the edges of the sheet and then arranged in
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multiple sky/ground configurations the following images function
entirely within a single
14"
x
18"
sheet. The earlier contextual
element of the wall is here replaced by a roughly torn sheet of brown
kraft paper printing a deep charcoal grey with a central area spray
painted white to drop out and leave an area to print the sky/ground
image. In both of these configurations I have articulated the com
ponent image elements as an interdependent syntax of mutually supportive
contextual elements. If you vary one element, one contextual device;
you have in essence changed the whole image. What we see is entirely
dependent upon context, conciously perceived or not.
In conventional silver print we have learned not to see the white
space framing the image, just as we have learned to read the particular/
detailed graphic vocabulary of the photographic image as an accurate
imaging of the "real". In the xerox landscapes these photographic con
ventions have been intentionally inverted. The white, linear frame of
the matt which is raditionally a negative space, is here an active
element of the whole image. The strict linearity of the conventional
matt has been effectively activated and made visibly present by the
torn edges of the kraft paper. Similarly the invisible whiteness of
the conventional image space here becomes wholly active in its deep
tones of mottled grey.
This decided inversion of conventions is continued in the selection
and presentation of the photographic components of the image whole.
Rather than photograph an integral landscape composed of the sky, ground
and the distant line of the horizon, I chose to image the major com
ponents of the traditional landscape separately. By isolating these
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components, I was able to treat each as a flat visual field without
the intrusion of traditional chiascuro elements. There are no con
verging lines, no elements. diminishing in scale from foreground to
background. There is no illusion of depth. The respective visual
fields of the sky and the ground are fully present on a single visual
plane. The sense of integral landscape is wholly derivative of the
contextual graphic positioning of the sky above and the ground below.
These concurrent inversions of photographic convention allow both
the image space and the image itself to become fully articulated and
active in the whole graphic configuration. The fact that the image
has been manipulated into ah exageratedly flattened perspective brings
this component into the same visual plane as the surrounding image
space. The image no longer a precise illusionistic window punched into
a negative space, but is rather a component in the whole image con
figuration. The whole image now emerges as a decided syntax of graphic-
elements rather than as a believable illusion of the "real".
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The entire show seeks to utilize these contextual inversions in
an effort to compel a re-vision of the photographic representation
of the landscape. By drawing the photographic imagery back into a
flattened visual perspective and concurrently activating the sur
rounding image space both the image and the space surrounding it
function as a complex syntactical dialogue of related graphic elements.
The design configuration of the complete show seeks to extend this
movement of interacting graphic elements throughout its sequential
development. Just as the elements within the individual images have
been graphically articulated to encourage their interactive presence
in the "whole" image so have these individual images been articulated
as elements within the context of the
"whole"
show.
Within this context one moves easily from one image to the next
carried on by the organic development of like syntactical elements.
The decided flattening of visual planes within the individual images
here functions not only as a formal statement on the nature of photo
graphic information but also as a technical means to maintain a sense
of openness within the images and thereby compel a cumulative reading
from one image to the next. The eye moves easily across the varying
planes of these sensual surfaces without confronting the convention
ally inhibiting factors generated by the photographic illusion in depth,
The eye is not drawn into the minituae of the photographic jewel and
its inherent fascination with
"real" detail but is rather compelled
to scan a complex graphic surface and then move on.
The show procedds to develop as a sequential permutation growing
organically from its three basic syntactical elements = the sky, the
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ground and the image space. Each element is wholly present thoughout
the show varying only in their relationships to one another. At the
outset the images are large and establish their graphic presence
directly against the gallery wall as their image space. As the show
progresses, the sky and ground elements become smaller and relate to
the image space provided by the brown kraft paper. These contextual
relationships continue to move in a permutational development through
out the show.
In essence the show becomes a single cumulative image growing from
the interactive presence of these basic syntactical elements in graphic
configuration upon the gallery wall.
TECHNICAL DATA
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Technical Data
All images in the thesis show were produced on the Xerox 3100 LDC
office copier utilizing its largest sheet capacity of
14"
x 18".
Initially I was somewhat hesitant in utilizing the xerox process
due to the apparent limitations of its imaging capabilities . I had
been interested in this generative system for some time but found
its resultant imagery to be entirely lacking in sensual presence.
My initial contact with the 3100 LDC model was most significant in
this regard as it bore the first indication of the xerox systems
increased imaging potential.
Though the capabilities of this new machine were significantly
greater than any I had experienced previously I was still not entirely
satisfied and began exploring means to improve upon its inherent
technical capabilities. Its most obvious defficiency, as with most
electrostatic copying machines, was its inability to maintain a
uniform density level over the entire image area. The central portions
of large dark areas tended to drop out making it almost impossible
to achieve a broad range of contrast in any given print. Similarly
the machine had difficulty in holding the middle tones of photographic
materials thereby producing very flat silouetted images.
In an effort to improve upon the machine's inherent imaging
capabilities I began to explore various means to manipulate and
ammend its conventional copying mode. I decided to confront the
xerox system from the perspective of more traditional print media
Q
such as lithography and srigraphy, and to draw upon these media for
possible models in the development of new xerographic techniques.
I was interested in the more traditional processes of building the
image through multiple passes of a single sheet in strict registration
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where component elements of the whole image are laid down one at a time,
The normal utilization of electrostatic copiers had to be fast and
efficient, if minimal, in their rendering of informational copies.
I hoped that by circumventing this conventional copying mode, and by
drawing upon the multiple pass concept of older print media, that I
could significantly improve the machine's imaging capabilities.
The principal technical innovation to evolve from this considera
tion was the development of a technique which allowed me to make
multiple passes through the machine while maintaining an effective
degree of registration. This technical capability gave me several
distinct advantages over the conventional single pass method of xerox
imaging .
1. Given that the imagery I was working with was composed of
several elements I was able to print these discreet
components on separate passes enabling me to maintain
excellent density in all areas of the print.
2. I was able to make two passes, on the large solid areas
of the images, printing the same area twice in order to
build up the density and avoid the xerographic phenomena
of
"drop-out."
3. Also, by layering elements of the imagery one upon the
other I was able to develop a greater sense of the diverse
elements cohesion upon the page by allowing levels to
bleed subtley through one another thereby softening the
edge transitions between the collaged elements.
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